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Dwight Trible - voice / kalimba
John B Williams - acoustic bass
Derf Reklaw - congas / percussion / flute
Pablo Calogero - tenor sax / bass clarinet / woodwinds / flutes
Christopher Garcia - indigenous percussion
Breeze Smith - drums / percussion / loops
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FORMAT
LP: Deluxe 180g. vinyl w/ insert
CD: Deluxe gatefold 6panel digipak

GENRE: Jazz, Spiritual Jazz, Vocal Jazz, World Jazz, Cosmic Jazz
FOR FANS OF: Dwight Trible, Sun Ra Arkestra, Leon Thomas, Kamasi Washington

TRACKLISTING
1. Nature’s Vision
2. Blue Skies
3. Movin’ On
4. How Long
5. Motherless Child
6. Passages
7. May the Weak Become Strong
8. OLBAP
9. Water Flo
10. Tragedy Escapes
11. Some Other Time

SELLING POINTS
- Debut album by new spiritual jazz ensemble from L.A., led by Dwight Trible
- Incredible Sun Ra-esque spiritual jazz for the 21st century
- Extraordinary genre-defying sounds by this 6-strong ensemble committed to the creative exploration of improvised music.
- Phenomenal performance by Dwight Trible as you've never heard before!
- Masterful group of musicians w/ divine vocals, spiritual jazz sounds w/ world influences and indigenous instruments.
- Original artwork by Nep Sidhu (Erykah Badu / Kahil El'Zabar / Shabazz Palaces)
- Strong PR media & radio campaign in US, Europe
- On the trend with the current emerging spiritual jazz scene in the States / worldwide
- Dynamic deep jazz tracks & spiritual ballads that hit the mark with 'new jazz' young crowds and 'classic jazz' audiences

PRODUCT BLURB
New, extraordinary music by Cosmic Vibrations ft Dwight Trible. An interplanetary journey from this new, LA based 6-strong ensemble of experienced musicians that define spiritual jazz in the 21st century. This is a genre-defying amalgam of divine vocals by Dwight Trible, Sun Ra-esque jazz with world influences and indigenous instruments; taking you into a cosmic journey of spiritual improvisation and beyond. ‘Pathways & Passages’ is an awakening, an opportunity to soar deeper into an altered awareness of the Cosmos.